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Reality Check 

It’s not necessarily easy…  
but it may be worth it! 

Technical 
Realities 

Human 
Realities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re focusing more on technical realities here, but you’ll see a balance throughout our presentationsAlso, you’ll notice that human realities loom large within any technical discussion



The more things change… 

Photo credits: U of M Libraries, Charles Babbage Institute; http://purl.umn.edu/87734 
 The Cowan Three; http://thecowanthree.blogspot.com/2008_09_01_archive.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, if you’re smart, right now you’re thinking: technologies change ALL THE TIME!  How can I possibly stay on top of all of this?�Online focus groups aren’t about being “edgy” or using participants to test out the latest technology.  STAY BEHIND THE CURVE!There ARE some overarching ways we can start thinking about technologies and platforms to help us make an informed decision on what to use in a focus group.

http://purl.umn.edu/87734
http://thecowanthree.blogspot.com/2008_09_01_archive.html


Synchronous vs. Asynchronous 

Photo credit: Anthony Dodd, fotopedia.com; http://www.fotopedia.com/items/audioworm-lKKfLcvjBKg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terminology that is common in the literature on online/distance education.This describes TIME, and how people are connected TEMPORALLY.Give examples!

http://www.fotopedia.com/items/audioworm-lKKfLcvjBKg
http://www.fotopedia.com/items/audioworm-lKKfLcvjBKg
http://www.fotopedia.com/items/audioworm-lKKfLcvjBKg


High social presence vs.  
Low social presence 

Photo credit: WidescreenWallpapers; http://www.widescreen-wallpaper.eu/wallpapers/digital_arts_flat_person-1280x800.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whereas the previous dimension was about TIME, and how people are connected TEMPORALLY, this is about SPACE—and how it is conveyed through technologies and online platforms.Picture of flat person—this dimension is about how “flat” vs. how “dimensional” people feel when communicating through a given platform.Give examples!

http://www.widescreen-wallpaper.eu/wallpapers/digital_arts_flat_person-1280x800.jpg


Mental shift… 

Face-to-Face no longer takes center stage—
embrace the possibilities! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way to think about this is to consider that technologies give us new way of conceiving of TIME and SPACE, and how to bring people together within them.The focus group researcher has much more instrumental control—and perhaps also more responsibility—over the ways participants are able and allowed to engage in online mediums.Whereas, in face-to-face groups, we assume that everyone will come in with some basic skills for engaging and making themselves heard in a face-to-face conversation (we practice this every day!), we cannot assume the same for online focus groups.On the other hand, there may be certain voices and styles of engagement than face-to-face focus groups mask, and that online focus groups make possible—we have yet to fully understand this.  (Anecdote about Gary’s online discussion boards…)



The “Tim
e-S

pace 
C

ontinuum
” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unique opportunity of online focus groups: you can explore social interactions, but add or take away different variables that you can’t “tweak” in face-to-face.  Quadrant 1:Face-to-face “wanna-be”sQuadrant 4:Example: Text chatOften good as an add-on, or additional feature in other platformsQuadrant 3:Unique space: you can have an ANONYMOUS, but SOCIAL interactionMask differences in gender, age, ethnicity, etc.—but still engage sociallyQuadrant 2:Asynchronous, but multimedia-richParticipants feel like “real people”, but not real-time



Synchronous (online at 
the same time) 

Asynchronous (online at 
different times) 

• approximates the flow of 
face-to-face 
conversation 

• good for back-and-forth 
discussion 

• participants may feel 
rushed, or lose the 
conversation thread 

• scheduling flexibility 
• longer-term discussion, 

longer reflection and 
response time 

• more time to resolve 
technical issues: no fast, 
in-the-moment 
troubleshooting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remind them of platform examples!



High social presence 
(voice/video) 

Low social presence 
(text-based) 

• requires access to fast 
Internet speeds 

• not anonymous 
• preserves differences in 

physical appearance, 
age, gender, ethnicity, 
etc. 

• transmits non-verbal and 
emotional cues 

• works with slower 
Internet speeds 

• high degree of 
participant confidentiality 
and/or anonymity 
possible 

• can “mask” differences in 
physical appearance, 
age, gender, ethnicity, 
etc. 

• easily-exportable 
transcripts 



The Supporting Infrastructure 

• Internet Bandwidth 
• Anonymity and Confidentiality 
• Moderator Resources & Technological 
Expertise 

• Recording/Archiving Capabilities 
• Cost 
• Built-In Flexibility 



Cost 
Free Low-Cost High-Cost / 

Institutional 
Subscription 

WordPress Skype 
(Premium) 

Adobe Connect 

YouTube Ning Course 
management 
system (Moodle, 
Blackboard, etc.) 

Google Hangout VoiceThread Telepresence 
Facebook group Online 

discussion board 
E-mail list 



TIME AND SPACE 
Online focus groups: embracing new opportunities of… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online focus groups bring new opportunities that are impossible in face-to-face spaces.  They can span distances, open up cross-cultural discussions in new ways, and open up participation to those who might otherwise be excluded from face-to-face recruitment. In short, they can allow for exciting new recombinations of participant groups and modes of social engagement that expand the kinds of inquiries focus group researchers can conduct.
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